The DNA methylation level is associated with the superior growth of the hybrid fry in snakehead fish (Channa argus × Channa maculata).
Hybrid vigour, or heterosis, refers to the increased productivity and growth rate of hybrid offsprings relative to the parents. Various heterosis have been well exploited in fish for fisheries. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying heterosis are largely unknown in fish. In this study, two inbred and hybrid lines between the northern snakehead (NS, Channa argus) and blotched snakehead (BS, Channa maculata) were generated. The analysis on various growth traits, including body length, head length, and body height, showed that hybrid fry obviously exhibited a spontaneous growth heterosis over the inbred. Moreover, the methylation-sensitive amplification polymorphism (MSAP) analysis revealed that the DNA methylation levels were negatively related to the body growth in all fry. Especially, the DNA methylation levels in the hybrid fry were significantly lower than those in the inbred. Additionally, qRT-PCR showed that the snakehead fish Dnmt3a mRNA was initially detectable in embryos at 12 hpf and gradually increased as developing. Intriguingly, the level of Dnmt3a mRNA expression was found to be closely correlated to the DNA methylation level in embryos/fry. The results of this study firstly demonstrated the correlations between growth heterosis, DNA methylation level and Dnmt3a mRNA expression in fish fry. The findings of this study implied that the hybrids' heterosis formation is probably accompanied by DNA methylation alterations and modulated by Dnmt3a gene in fish. This study would provide new clues for further investigations on mechanisms behind heterosis formation in fish hybrid.